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Xerces2 provides a complete implementation of the W3C XML 1.1 Recommendation, and is a complete implementation of the Document Object Model (DOM). The Xerces2 DOM implementation extends the DOM provided by the Apache Xerces distribution with an implementation of the DOM 2 Core and DOM 2 Load/Save W3C
Recommendations and additional features such as DOM2 Core document mutation handling, XPath-1.0/2.0 XPath/XQuery processing, as well as support for Document Type Definition (DTD) and XML Schema documents. Xerces2 provides a full implementation of the XML Namespaces 1.1 Recommendation, and allows the DOM to

serialize XML documents that contain namespaces to comply with XML Namespace serialization. Xerces2 also provides a complete implementation of the DOM Level 3 Core and Load/Save W3C Recommendations, and supports the DOM Level 3 DOM2 Core serialization mechanisms, including Document Object Model node
methods that will serialize nodes and nodesets for the XML 1.1 and DOM serializations, and provides support for DOM Level 3 Load/Save W3C Recommendation node methods. Xerces2 also provides a complete implementation of the DOM Level 3 Core DOM2CNS serialization mechanism and provides support for the Document
Object Model DOM Level 3 Core XLink serialization mechanism. Xerces2 Description: Xerces2 provides a complete implementation of the W3C XML 1.1 Recommendation, the Document Object Model (DOM), and the DOM Level 3 Core DOM2CNS serialization mechanism, and provides a complete implementation of the DOM
Level 3 Load/Save W3C Recommendation serialization mechanisms. Xerces2 also provides a complete implementation of the W3C XML Namespaces 1.1 Recommendation, and allows the DOM to serialize XML documents that contain namespaces to comply with XML Namespace serialization. Xerces2 allows the use of Xerces2 as

an alternative to DOM. If Xerces2 is the only available parser, it will return the same results as a full implementation of the DOM, but if other parsers are available, Xerces2 will return results that are more similar to those that would be produced by the other parsers. Xerces2 is the reference implementation of the XML parser. For
complete design and implementation documents, refer to the Xerces2 Reference Manual and also to the XML Software Development Kit (Xerces
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Xerces2 

Xerces2 is an XML processor for Java. Xerces2 implements the entire XERCES specification up to and including XERCES-2.0. Xerces2 is based on the Xerces2C XML parser from Sun Microsystems ( and extends its capabilities to support XML Schema, Namespaces, XML Inclusions, and Namespaces. XNI is a complete framework
for building XML parsers and configuration components. Xerces2 is licensed under the Xerces license, which is the same license as Xerces2C. To obtain the Xerces2 source code, please refer to the Xerces2 homepage. Xerces2 binaries are provided by Sun Microsystems. The Xerces2 JAR files are available for download at: For more
information about Xerces2, you can refer to: FAQ: How do I specify a DTD for an XML file? Xerces2's parser will automatically use the DTD or XML Schema you use to describe the XML file. It can be done like this: DocumentBuilder docBuilder = new DocumentBuilder(); XMLReader reader = docBuilder.getXMLReader(); // set
the DTD reader.setDTDHandler(new DTDHandler()); // read the xml file How do I parse/load an XML file? DocumentBuilder docBuilder = new DocumentBuilder(); // load a document from the file InputSource inputSource = new InputSource("test.xml"); // set the SAX2 parser docBuilder.setEntityResolver(new MyEntityResolver());
docBuilder.setErrorHandler(new MyErrorHandler()); docBuilder.setFeature("", "no"); docBuilder.setNamespaceAware(true); // use the SAX2 parser XMLReader reader = docBuilder.getXMLReader(); // read the xml file How do I specify a namespace? DocumentBuilder docBuilder = new DocumentBuilder(); // load a document from
the file InputSource inputSource = new InputSource("test.xml"); // set the SA

What's New in the?

This is the Xerces2 software release from Xerces Inc, which is licensed to OASIS in the W3C XML community. Xerces is a member of the W3C XML community. Xerces2 is included in the JDK as a Java module that is available from the Java Web site in the sub-directory $JAVA/modules/ext. Xerces2 has a C component available
from the Xerces home page. Xerces2 is a 100% conformant implementation of the XML 1.1 Recommendation (September 1999) except for the following: 1) Xerces2 does not yet support normalization checking as described in section 2.13 of this specification. 2) Xerces2 does not yet provide an option to enable normalization
checking as described in section 2.13 of this specification. 3) Xerces2 does not currently fully implement the XML Namespaces 1.1 Recommendation. Xerces2 does not support XML Schema namespace prefixes in DTD or XML document type definitions, nor does it support generation of XML Schema namespace declarations from a
DOM node tree. 4) Xerces2 does not yet fully implement the XML Inclusions (XInclude) specification, nor does it currently provide support for inclusion of external entities or the processing of external entities. 5) Xerces2 does not yet support DOM Level 3 Load/Save API for processing DOM nodes. -1- Xerces2 does not yet support
-2- DOM Level 3 Load/Save API for processing DOM nodes. -3- XInclude processing Xerces2 does not yet provide support for the XML Inclusions (XInclude) specification, nor does it currently provide support for inclusion of external entities or the processing of external entities. -4- Xerces2 does not yet fully implement the XML
Namespaces 1.1 Recommendation. Xerces2 does not support XML Schema namespace prefixes in DTD or XML document type definitions, nor does it support generation of XML Schema namespace declarations from a DOM node tree. -5- Xerces2 does not yet fully implement the XML Inclusions (XInclude) specification, nor does
it currently provide support for inclusion of external entities or the processing of external entities. 1.4.2 Xerces2 does not yet fully implement the XML Namespaces 1.1 Recommendation. Xerces2 does not support XML Schema namespace prefixes in DTD or XML document type definitions, nor does it support generation of XML
Schema namespace declarations from a DOM node tree. This Xerces2 new version introduces the Xerces Native Interface (XNI) which is a complete framework for building parser components and configurations that is extremely modular and easy to program. The
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System Requirements For Xerces2:

* Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 (32/64-bit) * 2GB RAM * 3GB HDD space (enough for your OS + Steam + the game) * DirectX 9 compatible graphics card * 512MB of RAM to run in DX9 * Internet connection If you’re installing the game for the first time, you will need to register a valid account on the Steam website first.
*** Windows 10 users who install the game will not have access to the
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